
Our Winter AMP Camp was AWESOME!!! The fruit was just falling off the
trees. 

Have you ever picked some really ripe fruit and then three others fall just because
they are super ripe? That is a good picture of what camp was like. We would
hardly nudge the branch and the fruit would fall. We had a meeting yesterday to
talk about all God did at AMP Camp... the stories were incredible.

Thank you so much for all your prayers! We were praying for guys specifically to
come to this camp and of our 80 campers, we had a great turnout of 40% guys. 

Also, 35% of our campers said they really want to meet with someone personally
about how to have a relationship with God! I had one guy ask me at the beginning
of a long chairlift, "Can you tell me why you believe in God?"

Another guy (David) heard about camp and came all by himself, not knowing
anyone. God connected me with him at camp and he asked if I could meet with
him a few more times to talk about what it means to have a relationship with God!
How exciting is that :)

Here is the link to a fun video from AMP Camp:   http://vimeo.com/59568154

Please Pray for:
~ follow-up meetings our team will have with the 30+ youth that requested to meet
with us about a relationship with Jesus,
~ continued relationships with our new contacts from camp

NEXT... FREERIDE
In 2 weeks, February 28th - March 3rd, our team has organized with SFC
(snowboarders for Christ) a team of Pro Snowboarders (and 1 skier) to do an
evangelistic tour with us of the 4 biggest ski resorts in Slovenia. They will be
riding, teaching tricks, and sharing about Jesus to everyone that comes. 

Then, after skiing/boarding all day, everyone is invited to hang out with the Pros
and watch an evangelistic snowboard film, followed by the powerful testimonies
of how and why these guys gave their lives to Jesus. 

This is a BIG event that will be reaching a whole new group of young people
in Slovenia!

Attached is the flier/poster we are spreading all over Slovenia.

Please Pray for:
~ physical and spiritual protection and strength for the SFC team and our team
through 4 long days of touring Slovenia,
~ open hearts to accept Jesus,
~ follow up with the hundreds, if not thousands of new contacts



Thank you so much for being such an important part of our team!

your fellow soldiers,
~Shawn and Christena
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